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About This Content

A collection of GIFT-EXP boosting items including:

“GIFT-EXP +1” - All the allies receive 1 Gift-EXP point.
“GIFT-EXP +2” - All the allies receive 2 Gift-EXP points.
“GIFT-EXP +4” - All the allies receive 4 Gift-EXP points.

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.

Spend your GIFT-EXP points via the Setup\Gifts menu from the Lobby.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card
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It's difficult for me to say specifically "yes" or "no", because the game was competently made...sort of. It's obviously made to
provide all danmaku, all the time, and that's fine; the graphics are good, the sound and music are all right. However, there's no
explanation for anything that you're doing. Various levels have various monsters that you fight for some reason. You get items,
and they don't seem to do anything. You unlock characters that have different special powers, and that's interesting, I guess.
There are various numbers that might mean something, but there's certainly no manual to actually tell you what's going on. And
of course, since there's no way to get more powerful (other than the very occasional new character unlock), you ultimately reach
a level that is simply too hard to beat. Did I mention that there's no life bar, one hit is game over? But don't worry—according to
the developers, if you can't beat a level it's just because you're "not a real gamer"...yeah, that's the kind of toxic bullying rhetoric
we really don't need nowadays.. Loved this game when it came out and it provided me hours of fun again when I discovered it
on steam. It has challenging gameplay and is quite humorous. The free game mode can get a bit boring once you're able to
afford a new plane every day, though.

Like others described there is currently an issue with very low framerate which results in laggy gameplay. I was able to play the
game when I chose to run it with the dedicated graphics card of my notebook until the developer provides a fix.. Great game..
JUST NO PLZ NO. The Dark Parables series has always been a favorite. Glad to see some are available on Steam. Hope more
will be added in the future. The art style and puzzles make this game series very engrossing.. I really wanted to like this for the
superb premise, but a game like this lives or dies on the quality of the comedy writing. Sometimes you hear about a game
getting dinged for 'programmer art'. Well, this is 'programmer comedy'.
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This game has a great art design, soundtrack and overall vibe. I truly thought this would be in the same league as Puzzle Quest
my favorite all time adventure puzzle game!!! Then after several levels I came to realize that this is more of a rapid clicking
game instead of a chill out experience. You have a mana bar that also doubles as a timer which prevents proper set-ups and\/or
strategies. This title would have been considerably more fulfilling as a turn-based puzzler versus attempting to be an arcade like
experience. Tetris, Poker Smash, even Columns were properly designed stress puzzlers but Magical Mysteries: Path of the
Sorceress should have chosen a far more laid back approach, such wasted potential.......... Invisible Apartment 2 is slightly better
than the first one (and the prequel): the writing got better, the art style too. It didn\u2019t felt rushed like its previous games,
and now I could understand better the characters personality. BGM was also really nice, I loved the songs.

I\u2019m glad to know that the developers will finish the game soon, since the third and final chapter is already on kickstarter.
I\u2019m looking forward to see how it ends!

6\/10. I recommend getting this game on a sale, since it\u2019s a quite short VN, with just a few choices. Be sure to play
Invisible Apartment Zero too before playing this second chapter.. the sword actually feels like a sword. EDIT: found a major
bug, my computer's audio just broke (for all programs) and when i tried playing this game all levels were empty and
theoretically I could have gotten an infinite highscore... i can upload videos if you want

original review:
honestly i love this game, it's really fun and has tons of potential

pros:
easy to learn
addicting
fitting music
visually appealing
no bugs as far as i know

cons:
only 4 levels (3 and 1 bonus)
out of sync at some parts

and here are some things I personally would love to see in the future:
being able to create levels and playing other's levels.
option to retry right after you fail without going to the menu
game modes (for example: more than 4 arrow ways things)
more arrow types (for example: long arrows, maybe bad arrows that kill you)
leaderboards
multiplayer mode maybe. I love games like this. I usually knock them out in one night though. We shall see how long this game
challenges me.. This is very, very Resident Evil. Not really a jump-scare game, but more like an under-the-skin kind of horror.
It's like John Carpenter gone 8-bit. Unfortunately, due to my being a spineless coward when it comes to video games, I quit not
long after the encounter with the scary prom queen who wants your undying (or possibly undead) love. I'm gonna make myself
try again, and when I do, I'm sure I'm in for a treat.. This is a hybrid RPG-manager with small-scale tactical combat where
decisions matter and everything is turn-based. There are strategic elements as well, all wrapped up nicely in a fantasy world. The
UI is very intuitive and graphics/sounds are quite pleasing. Most of the game will be spent in the tactical combat view, and I find
myself going "one more turn" until 1:30 in the morning.

So you are the commander of the Storm Guard and from the town view you have a number of strategic choises to make. Who to
train, who to send on missions, who to recruit and such. Nothing too complex, unfortunately. Once you've selected your mission
(could have been a bigger variety here), you send your forces out in a map that resembles a dungeon crawl. On each room you
enter (doesn't have to be a room, but the map looks that way) you get an event, some are fights while some are choises to make.
The choises aren't too complex either, but they do affect your gameplay so they do matter more than they do in most game that
claim that choises matter.

Each character has a race and class and you get the usual bunch here with dwarven berzerkers and warriors, elven hunters and
magicians and human warriors and healers to mention a few. Each class has skills to learn and train, and most can be used in
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different ways. I personally don't like games with class systems, but Storm Guard manages it well and gives each class at least 2
different viable ways of using each character. Which character you bring will also affect events on the missions - if you have a
dwarf with you, you'll be better at negotiating with random encounters with other dwarves. Still, the system feels a bit static to
me.

The enemies are nicely varied with scaling difficulty, at first you'll encounter mostly melee enemies but soon you get deadly
skeleton archers backing up werewolves or goblin skirmishers and trolls. Simply put, the enemies are the usual supsects in a
fantasy game - zombies, orcs and a dragon as boss. The AI is good enough to use different units with different skills in an
acceptable manner.

There's some nice voice acting in the game, where the narrator gives descriptions about new enemies and generally inspiring
words upon completion of actions. Sounds in general are good, and graphics are pleasing as well as clear - you never have to
squint your eyes and set up gamma to see what's actually there. Most things about the UI and visuals are very well functional. If
I'd complain about anything here, then it's that ESC doesn't bring up menu by default and SPACE doesn't switch to the next
character by default. It's also a bit too easy to accidently reorganize the roster while assigning tasks.

A minor complaint would be the difficulty settings, as I find the options too narrow and static. I'd prefer more options available,
preferably full customization.

All in all, the Storm Guard combines a number of different features. It doesn't really excell at any of them, but the combination
is really appealing to me. Well worth the pricetag and deserving of more attention.. Endless hours of fun with your friends! :).
Lots of side scrolling fun, great animations, creatures with awesome capabilities, many puzzels to solve.
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